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2 CONCEPTUAL PLAN
The Conceptual Plan of the FMS was initiated to establish an
appropriate level of flood protection, provide a recommended
citywide approach to flood protection, and prioritize flood protection
improvements. This entailed an assessment of risks, constraints,
potential routes, and technical options for providing an acceptable
level of protection. In general, the Conceptual Plan identified that
the long-term strategy for the City should be to construct and
maintain a continuous riverside dyke.
However, economic
analyses indicated that it would be more prudent and practical to
construct dyke cells that would protect certain areas of higher value
in the shorter term, with the long-term goal of connecting them all
for continuous protection.
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BACKGROUND
Delcan developed a Conceptual Plan for the City of New
Westminster’s (City) Floodplain Management Strategy (FMS) in
2009 1 . This plan was developed in response to the City’s
awareness of its potential risk of flooding following high profile
international, national, and regional flooding and flood risk events.
The City determined that it was critical to develop a FMS to
identify and prioritize measures to provide protection to its flood
susceptible lands.
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This FMS Feasibility Plan has been developed to further establish
the details of the FMS based on the findings of the Conceptual
Plan. It is intended that this Feasibility Plan will be used by the
City to:
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•

Provide a starting point and feasibility level drawings for
funding applications;

•

Plan and prioritize future flood protection projects;
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Assess flood protection requirements for development
permit applications and approvals; and,

•

Identify land requirements for flood protection for longterm planning exercises.
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1.2

SCOPE OF WORK

To plan and prioritize improvements, the floodplain was broken
down into two regions: Queensborough, and Mainland. The
Mainland area was further split into four sections for prioritization
and alignment selection. These sections are:
1. West Industrial (industrial land west of the Kruger Inc. site);
2. Downtown (Kruger Inc., Quayside Drive, low lying downtown
area, and property along Front Street to Elliot Street;
3. Front Street & Sapperton Landing Park (Front Street from
Elliot Street to Columbia Street and the Sapperton Landing
Park); and
4. Braid Industrial Park.
2.1

The scope of work for the Feasibility Plan is to produce a set of
feasibility level drawings for the preferred dyke alignment. The
primary purpose of these drawings is to display the feasibility of
the preferred alignment identified in the Conceptual Plan. They
show information including: dyke footprint; typical cross-sections;
dyke construction types; aerial photographs; property lines and
land requirements; rights of way; land development impacts;
utilities; and, dyke stationing.

PREFERRED ALIGNMENTS
The preferred alignment identified for the Queensborough area
was to follow the existing alignment of the dyke except for a few
locations where alignment modifications can be made with future
development.
The preferred alignment identified for the West Industrial area
was to construct a sheet pile along the river to protect limited rail
infrastructure and industrial land.
The preferred alignment identified for the Downtown area was to
construct a riverside dyke with a combination of earth and sheet
pile sections to protect the industrial land, Quayside area, low
lying downtown area, and the waterfront along Front Street. This
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Floodplain Management Strategy - Conceptual Plan, Delcan August 2009.
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dyke would be tied to high ground at the eastern and western
extents.
The preferred alignment identified for the Front Street &
Sapperton Landing Park area was to construct a dyke along the
river to protect rail, Front Street, and park land. This would entail
the use of earth and sheet pile walls.

•

The value of potential damage to property and business is
approximately six times higher than the costs of
improvements, although the NPV of these benefits are less
than the costs; and,

•

There are significant land acquisition, riparian area, and rail
crossing issues and costs to be resolved for dykes in this
area.

at the Alex Fraser Bridge. Upstream of the bridge to the east
boundary of New Westminster, the increase in water levels for
fluvial flows was assumed to be constant at 0.3 m. As such, to
account for climate change and sea level rise in New
Westminster, we have assumed that an additional 0.3 m of crest
height is required.
Dyke Geometry

The preferred alignment identified for the Braid Industrial Park
area was to construct the option identified as West Brunette Dyke
1 in the Conceptual Plan. This dyke would be constructed along
the Fraser River to the Brunette Bypass Channel and up the
Brunette River. The dyke would be constructed with a
combination of sheet pile and earth dyke sections and would
include two flood gates.
2.2

The West Industrial and Front Street & Sapperton Landing Park
areas were determined to be the lowest priority areas for flood
protection improvements for the following reasons:
•

Costs of dykes are similar to the value of damage they
would protect, and higher than the present value of the
annual risk; and,

•

There is no economic justification for improvements unless,
or until, the level of development increases or alternative
funding opportunities arise.

IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIZATION
The Queensborough area was determined to be the highest
priority area for flood protection improvements. Reasons for this
include:
•

Two thirds of the City’s flood prone lands are in this area;

•

Inundation depths are deepest here, resulting in the
greatest potential damage from floods and, conversely, the
greatest reductions in damage from improvements;

•

Most of the rights of way and dykes are in place, making
improvements relatively economical to implement.

3 FEASIBILITY PLAN
3.1

General design conditions for the development of the Feasibility
Plan include:

The Downtown area was determined to be the second priority area
for flood protection improvements for the following reasons:
•

•

The value of potential damage to property and business is
approximately 18 times higher than the costs of
improvements, although the net present value NPV of these
benefits and costs are approximately on par; and,
There are some land acquisition, public amenity impact, and
rail crossing issues and costs to be resolved for dykes in
this area.

The Braid Industrial Park area was determined to be the third
priority area for flood protection improvements for the following
reasons:

Rights of Way Allowances

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

•

Climate change and sea level rise;

•

Dyke geometry;

•

Rights of Way allowances;

•

Dyke set-backs; and,

•

Stormwater management.

The Dike Design and Construction Guide states that a minimum
7.5 m right of way, from each dyke toe, or as directed by the
Deputy Inspector of Dikes, shall be obtained. This value has been
used for the Feasibility Plan.
Dyke Set-Backs
It has been assumed that earth dykes with stable slopes and
revetment may be acceptable in the Fraser River subject to:

Climate Change and Sea Level Rise

•

Sea level rise has been predicted at 0.35 m to 1.20 m for the
Fraser River Delta with 0.50 m being the mean estimate 2 . To
account for sea level rise and climate change in this Feasibility
Plan, an allowance of 0.6 m was added to the Fraser River profile
at the mouth of the Fraser River. Upstream of the mouth of the
river, the sea level rise was assumed to decrease linearly to 0.3 m

No net increase in useable property (water side edge of top
of dyke / top of slope to be generally consistent with the
current water side edge of useable property / top of bank);
and

•

The creation of wetland habitat at the toe of dyke / edge of
river is valuable and may compensate for works in river.

2

st

Projected Sea Level Changes for British Columbia in the 21 Century, Bornhold,
B.D., December 2008.
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Dyking standards from the Dike Design and Construction Guide3
were used to develop the Feasibility Plan. The proposed dyke
geometry consists of:
1. Dyke height equals the 1894 Fraser River Profile plus 0.6
m freeboard plus 0.3 m for climate change and sea level
rise;
2. 4.0 m crest width for earth fill dykes; and,
3. 3H:1V revetment slopes (during detailed design
revetment slopes may be increased, however this
provides a worst case number for land requirements).
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Dike Design and Construction Guide – Best Management Practices for British
Columbia, MWLAP, 2003.
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Stormwater Management

Station

Upland gravity drainage will be impeded by freshet levels in the
river and pumps will be required to convey urban storm runoff
over dykes. All pumping, except Brunette River flows, is assumed
to be managed by temporary pumps installed in manholes or
open channels just upstream of the dykes.
3.2

Queensborough
2+560 to 2+900

Description
•
•
•

Queensborough
2+900 to 3+280

•
•

A summary of the proposed dyke requirements is shown in Table
3.1.

Mainland
1+080 to 1+700

Queensborough
0+120 to 0+280

Queensborough
0+280 to 0+680

Queensborough
0+680 to 1+480

Queensborough
1+480 to 2+300

Queensborough
2+300 to 2+560

Description
•
•
•
•

Improve existing earth dyke
Follow existing alignment
Raise dyke ±0.2 m to ±0.4 m
Acquire additional rights of way

•
•
•

Construct new earth dyke
New alignment set-back from river
Acquire rights of way

•
•
•

Existing earth dyke
Follow existing alignment
Acquire additional rights of way

•
•
•
•

Improve existing earth dyke
Follow existing alignment
Raise dyke ±0.4 m
Acquire additional rights of way

•
•
•

Existing earth dyke
Follow existing alignment
Acquire additional rights of way
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•

•

Construct new sheet pile dyke along
the river’s edge
Install demountable structures as
required to suit industrial
requirements
Acquire additional rights of way

Mainland
1+700 to 1+880

•
•
•
•

Improve existing earth dyke
Follow existing alignment
Raise dyke ± 0.3m
Acquire additional rights of way

Mainland
1+880 to 2+160

•

Maintain existing dyke

•

•
•
Queensborough
3+280

•

Construct rail crossing

Queensborough
3+280 to 4+500

•
•
•
•

Improve existing earth dyke
Follow alignment of existing trail
Raise Dyke ±0.5 m
Acquire additional rights of way

Mainland
2+160 to 2+600

•
•
•
•

Construct new earth dyke
Follow trail alignment
Raise ground ± 0.7m
Acquire additional rights of way

Queensborough
4+500 to 4+780

•
•
•
•

Construct new earth dyke
New alignment adjacent to river
Abandon inland dyke alignment
Acquire additional rights of way

Mainland
2+600 to 3+280

•
•
•

Queensborough
4+780 to 7+080

•

Improve existing earth dyke (South
Dyke Road)
Increase crest height with road
improvement projects.
Raise dyke ±0.2 m to ±0.5 m
Acquire additional rights of way

Construct new earth dyke
Follow trail alignment
Repair esplanade settlement
concerns
Raise ground ±0.3 m
Acquire additional rights of way

Table 3.1: Summary of Proposed Dyke Improvements
Station

Description

Construct concrete flood wall
Follow alignment of existing path and
concrete wall
Raise dyke ±0.3 m
Acquire additional rights of way

ROUTE ALIGNMENTS
The final route alignments for the Feasibility Plan are shown on
the feasibility level drawings attached in Appendix A. The
drawings show the proposed dyke footprint (crest, top of slope,
toe of slope); typical cross-sections; property lines; rights of way
requirements; land development impacts; and existing utilities.

Construct new earth dyke
New alignment through site with
redevelopment
Acquire additional rights of way

Station

•
•
•

•
•
Mainland
3+280 to 3+700

•

•
Mainland
0+000 to 0+520

•
•

No proposed improvements
Increase railway elevation with any
future redevelopment or
modifications

Mainland
3+700 to 4+000

•

•
Mainland
0+520 to 1+080

•

•

Construct new sheet pile dyke along
the river’s edge with redevelopment
of the parcels
Acquire additional rights of way

Mainland
4+000 to 4+460

•

•
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Construct demountable dyke around
New Westminster Quay and
Discovery Centre
Acquire additional rights of way
Construct sheet pile dyke, or similar,
along the river’s edge to integrate
with future development
Acquire additional rights of way
Construct earth dyke to integrate
with development of Waterfront Pier
Park
Dedicate dyke rights of way
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Station
Mainland
4+460
Mainland
4+460 to 6+360

Description
•

•
•

•
Mainland
6+360 to 6+480

•
•
•

Mainland
6+480 to 7+700

•
•

•
Mainland
7+700 to 7+920

•
•

Mainland
7+920 to 8+200

•
•

Mainland
8+200 to 8+780

•
•

Mainland
8+780 to 8+860
•
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Station
•

Construct demountable structure to
cross Front Street and rail tracks
No proposed improvements
Increase railway elevation with any
future redevelopment or
modifications

Mainland
8+860 to 9+020

•

Table 4.1: Estimated Cost of Proposed Queensborough Dyke

Construct earth dyke along the
Brunette River.
Acquire additional rights of way

Station

4 COST ESTIMATES
Preliminary cost estimates have been developed for the proposed
dyke improvements and new dyke construction projects. The costs
presented are limited to the expected construction costs of the
flood protection measures and do not included an allowance for
land or right of way acquisition. Furthermore, due to the uncertainty
of future land uses along potential dyke alignments there could be
additional significant costs which could include: rehabilitation;
ground stabilization; contaminant remediation; or park and pathway
development;

Construct earth dyke and flood gate
across the Brunette River outlet.
Integrate earth dyke into future Metro
Vancouver Park development.
Acquire additional rights of way
Construct new sheet pile dyke along
the river’s edge.
Acquire rights of way
Install demountable structures where
required to accommodate industrial
uses.

The construction costs for dykes in areas that are presently
undeveloped and where there is expected to be significant changes
to the land-use in the foreseeable future, do not include allowances
to develop the site. Rather, the dyke costs are considered an
incremental additional cost that would be required at the location.
The costs for implementing flood protection measures at sites such
as the ‘Larco’ site or the City of New Westminster ‘Waterfront Park’
land south of Front Street account for constructing a dyke from an
assumed grade (elevation of the existing ground / timber pile
structure) up to the Flood Construction Level (FCL) with additional
allowances for climate change (CC). Specifically, the cost to install
a sheet pile wall for flood protection in these instances is not
considered from the river bed to FCL + CC; rather, the cost for
flood protection would be the incremental amount added to the
sheet pile required to fill the site for development. The same logic
applies to earth fill structures.

Construct flood gate across the
Brunette River and earth dyke along
the north side of the channel
Acquire additional rights of way
Integrate dyke with future
construction of the United Blvd.
Extension.
Acquire additional rights of way
Construct earth dyke along the
Brunette River.
Acquire additional rights of way
Construct flood wall and
demountable structures across the
railway tracks south of Brunette
Avenue.
Acquire additional rights of way

Description

4.1

QUEENSBOUROUGH DYKE
The total cost of proposed improvements to the Queensborough
Dyke has been estimated at $11,000,000 in 2009 dollars. Costs
for individual sections of dyke improvements are summarized in
Table 4.1 below with detailed cost estimates included in
Appendix B.
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4.2

Item

Cost

Queensborough
0+000 to 0+160

Improve
Earth Dyke

$130,000
($850/m)

Queensborough
0+160 to 0+560

New
Earth Dyke

$600,000
($2,400/m)

Queensborough
0+560 to 1+360

Existing
Earth Dyke

n/a

Queensborough
1+360 to 2+200

Improve
Earth Dyke

$700,000
($1,100/m)

Queensborough
2+200 to 2+440

Existing
Earth Dyke

n/a

Queensborough
2+440 to 2+800

Improve
Earth Dyke

$640,000
($1,800/m)

Queensborough
2+800 to 3+160

Concrete
Flood Wall

$1,350,000
($3,750/m)

Queensborough
3+160

Rail
Crossing

Queensborough
3+160 to 4+400

Improve
Earth Dyke

$2,950,000
($2,400/m)

Queensborough
4+400 to 4+680

New
Earth Dyke

$370,000
($1,300/m)

Queensborough
4+680 to 6+960

Raise
South Dyke Road

$4,070,000
($1,800/m)

Total Cost of Improvements

$10,960,000

$150,000

MAINLAND DYKE
The total cost for constructing the proposed improvements to the
Mainland Dyke has been estimated at $28,000,000. Costs for
individual sections of dyke improvements are summarized in
Table 4.2 below with detailed cost estimates included in
Appendix B.
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Table 4.2: Estimated Cost of Proposed Mainland Dyke
Station

Item

Station

Cost

Item

Mainland
8+680 to 8+780

New
Earth Dyke

$230,000
($2,300/m)

Mainland
8+780 to 8+860

Flood Wall &
Demountable

$1,990,000

Mainland
8+860 to 9+020

New
Earth Dyke

$360,000
($2,300/m)

Mainland
0+000 to 0+520

Sheet Pile
Dyke

$1,120,000
($2,200/m)

Mainland
0+520 to 1+080

Sheet Pile
Dyke

$2,220,000
($3,960/m)

Mainland
1+080 to 1+700

Sheet Pile
Dyke

$2,510,000
($3,960/m)

Mainland
1+700 to 1+880

Improve
Earth Dyke

$450,000
($2,500/m)

Mainland
1+880 to 2+160

Improve
Earth Dyke

$370,000
($1,300/m)

5 FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Mainland
2+160 to 2+600

New
Earth Dyke

$1,120,000
($2,500/m)

5.1

Mainland
2+600 to 3+280

New
Earth Dyke

$2,180,000
($3,200/m)

Mainland
3+280 to 3+700

Demountable
Dyke

$3,150,000
($7,500/m)

Mainland
3+700 to 4+000

Sheet Pile
Dyke

$1,300,000
($4,300/m)

Mainland
4+000 to 4+460

New
Earth Dyke

$990,000
($2,100/m)

Mainland
4+460

Demountable
Structure

$1,000,000

Mainland
4+460 to 6+360

No Protection

n/a

Mainland
6+360 to 6+480

New
Earth Dyke

$290,000
($2,400/m)

Mainland
6+400 and 7+720

Flood Gates

$3,000,000

Mainland
6+480 to 7+680

Sheet Pile
Dyke

$5,180,000
($4,300/m)

Mainland
7+730 to 7+780

New
Earth Dyke

$80,000
($1,600/m)

Mainland
7+780 to 7+920

Existing
Ground

n/a

Mainland
7+920 to 8+200

Integrate with
Future Road

n/a

Mainland
8+200 to 8+460

New
Earth Dyke

Mainland
8+460 to 8+680

Existing
Ground
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$480,000
($2,300/m)

Total Cost of Improvements

www.buildingcanada-chantierscanada.gc.ca/plandocs/indexeng.html

Cost

Other opportunities for cost sharing, right of way acquisition, and
raising land out of the floodplain include existing transportation
rights of way such as under the Skytrain, transportation
improvements such as road and highway improvements by
Translink or the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, and
Metro Vancouver parks and trail improvements.

$28,020,000
5.3

CITY FUNDING
The City may fund flood protection capital improvements from
general property taxes, from utility charges, or local improvement
fees. Drainage and dyking utility charges provide a potentially
steady source of funding to construct and maintain flood
protection infrastructure. Coordination with other City capital
improvements, such as waterfront parks and trail development,
may also be considered as opportunities to fund or cost-share
flood protection improvements.

5.2

SENIOR GOVERNMENT FUNDING
Senior Government funding for flood protection projects is
available through the joint Provincial Flood Protection Program of
Emergency Management BC, a 10-year, $100 million program
announced in 2007, and the Federal Building Canada Plan,
Disaster Mitigation Category of Infrastructure Canada. This Flood
Protection Program supports projects that reduce the risk of
flooding through either flood protection infrastructure or other
strategic flood protection projects.
The program requires
municipalities to contribute 33% of the total funding for the project
with an additional 33% contributed by each of the Federal and
Provincial Governments. Applications for flood protection projects
under the 2010 funding allocation are currently under review and
it is anticipated that the deadline for 2011 applications will be in
July, 2011. Additional information on the Building Canada Plan is
available here:

n/a
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PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT FUNDING
A common practice for urban redevelopment areas in the Lower
Mainland is for Cities to secure rights of way and dyke
improvements along with waterfront redevelopment, while also
requiring habitable space to be built above flood construction
levels as established by the respective municipality. In many of
these cases, the flood protection works are integrated with
waterfront public trail amenities, fire access and utility
infrastructure. An alternate source of private funding is a direct
contribution of land by flood prone properties.
City funding is at the City’s control, subject to affordability. Senior
government funding is financially preferable, but subject to City
cost sharing, discretionary allocation by the Province, or
opportunities that may arise that are generally outside of the
City’s control. Private sources of funding or right of way
contributions are subject to the property owners’ willingness to
cooperate, or to redevelopment opportunities that the City can
influence, but not control. Overall, external funding sources offer
economic advantages to the City, but with uncertainty regarding
the availability and timing of opportunities.

6 CONCLUSION
This FMS Feasibility Plan has been developed to further establish
the details of the FMS based on the findings of the Conceptual
Plan. It is intended that the set of Feasibility Plan drawings
attached in Appendix A will be used by the City to:
•

Provide a starting point and feasibility level drawings for
funding applications;

•

Plan and prioritize future flood protection projects;
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•
•

Assess flood protection requirements for development
permit applications and approvals; and,
Identify land requirements for flood protection for longterm planning exercises.

The total cost of dyke improvements has been estimated at
$11,000,000 for the Queensborough Dyke and $28,000,000 for the
construction of a future Mainland Dyke.

7 RECOMMENDATIONS

5. Implementation of the Floodplain Management Strategy for
the West Industrial and Front Street / Sapperton Landing
areas should be the lowest priority for allocation of City
resources and should only be considered after works within
the rest of the City have been completed, unless part of a
redevelopment application.
6. Secure sufficient rights of way for the existing and future
dykes as shown in the Feasibility Plans where they are not
yet in place.

The following recommendations were initially identified in the
Conceptual Plan of the FMS and still hold true following the
development of the Feasibility Plan.
1. Incorporate the Engineering Flood Mitigation Plan
developed during the 2007 freshet emergency preparations
into a formal Emergency Flood Management Response
Plan. The temporary measures could be used until
permanent flood protection has been provided where
appropriate.
2. Flood protection measures should be designed and built to,
at a minimum, the levels recommended by the Ministry of
Environment. Increased levels of protection to allow for
climate change and other potential increases to future flood
levels should be incorporated where appropriate and cost
effective.
3. Implementation of the Floodplain Management Strategy in
Queensborough should have the highest priority and be the
initial basis for grant applications.
Redevelopment
opportunities should also be used to implement
recommended works.
4. Implementation of the Floodplain Management Strategy for
the Downtown and the Braid Industrial Park areas should
only be considered when flood mitigation work can be
combined with other projects, funding opportunities arise,
or redevelopment occurs. Downtown improvements should
take precedence.
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